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ABSTRACT
This report basically discusses the preliminary research done and basic understanding of
the proposed topic, which is "Online Real Estate Feed Reader". This online real estate
feed reader is an idea in order to give services to people who lives in the developed area
where people will face the difficulty to find land or houses. This also gives people an
easy alternative way to find the agent for real estate from using the traditional way like
newspaper or directly to agent. User can just click search button to display the result
and also can just subscribe RSS in order to get time to time updated. This Online Real
Estate feed reader website with the objective to help the user to search exactly the real
estate website available from internet and not with the anonymous result which
sometimes no related at all to the real estate web. User also can get information about
what they are searching in term of description, contact person or picture from this
online real estate feed reader, this will make sure user will get right information from
the selected real estate website. The website also contains with the RSS feeds where it
can be subscribe from the top of the page, this RSS will be update frequently
automatically will show the outline of the information and also the picture if there are
available. For the introduction, the scope for this online real estate feed reader will be
focusing to search or the of real estate in KL area only, where this website only lists the
real estate from KL area and stores all the information into the database. The
methodology use in this project is prototyping methodology, where it consist of several
phase which are planning, analysis, design and implementation phase, which the
planning, analysis and design are perform repeatedly until the system is completed .The
analysis also has been perform under result and discussion session, most of the user
give a positive feedback for the system and for the conclusion author hope this project
will be success and achieve it scope and objectives like planned and user can get benefit
by using this system.
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
Everyday in this new most of the transaction of buying and selling is already goes
online as an example that we can see now is Lelong.com, mudah.com and many more.
All this kind of website provide user with the ability to search and get the information
for what kind of product that they interest abut and also can deal the price with the
seller.
Onthis situation the author try to come out with thenew idea how to make the buying
and selling or renting house become online, astheresult Real Estate Feed Reader try to
be create by author where it can do the same like Ielong.com or mudah.com where it
can search from the various real estate website and find what exactly the user want find
from that website.
This site will be able to search and get all the data that needed in the renting or buying
and selling transaction, display the information ingraphical when it available. User also
can get the contact number of theseller base onthesearch result return
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The main problem that the author had been identified is as we see now days, our
development in technology has grown very rapidly, and this will result in increasing the
quantity ofthe buildings in developing are. Most ofthe potential land now has been
used in order to support out technology growth. As a result demand of housing area
increase for this are and people are searching for it via various type ofmedium. One of
the most popular today is by using the internet, and for the example is Google site
where the user can find various of the result byjust click the search button, but the big
problem using these techniques is there are more redundancy when the user search for
real estate agent especially when we search by using the keywords. This is become
worst when we have to find it using the old traditional way like newspaper and contact
directly to the agent which are more costly and lack ofefficiency.
1.3 OBJECTIVE
The objectives of this project are to:
• To find information that related to Online Real Estate.
• To study the concept of RSS Feed
• To integrate RSS Feed Reader with Online real estate website
• To build a systemprototype for the system.
1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY
The primary focus of the project is to create the search function that will be able to
return the result of the real estate website on the internet in the KL area. It also can find
and store the real estate information into the database and show the update using the




In this literature review, Author try to focus on how to create the feed reader
which capable to collect all the RSS headline or updates from the real estate
website on the web, where it can combine all the RSS together in the website
and combine all the RSS in one page. This literature review also includes the
text mining, where user can get the information or Real Estate location that
located in KL area only.
2.2 How to sell house in slow real estate market
Real estate market runs in cycle because it also has the peak and plunge situation,
and this affecting the bought and sold between thebuyers and sellers. The up and
down of the market in real estate can effect the seller, mostly when the market
price goes down where itls hard to sell their house. As we know some of the
buyers are very too picky in buying the house, we must ready to fulfill what the
criteria than buyers want in order to attract them to have a business with us.
(Derick Van Ness, 2008)
2.2.1 These are the ways for a sellerto sell a house more quickly when this
situation happened
1. Be the lowest price in order to understand the "buyer mentality", where most
of the buyersonly want the cheapesthouse.
2. Use a professional, where the good or bad real estate agent can effect selling,
where if we can look on the MLS (multiple listing service),where we can find
the selling of house in 6 pastmonth period. This is the one of the bestway to
sell house quicklyin slow real estate market.
3. Sell on a 'lease to own' terms, where most way to attract the buyers in slow
real estate market by using our creativity, because this will make buyers have
limited option.
4. Exposure yourself to sell quickly, this we can say that we must attract buyer
to see the house by putting more advertisement in order to exposure to people.
2.2.2 Example of online real estate web page
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Figure 2.2- www.realestate.co.nz real estate web traffic statistic
2.3 Web Feed
Figure 2.3— common web feed icon
Web feed is a tool used to update web frequently such as entry, headlines in standard
format. Web feed also channel, are capable to summarize the content of the text. By
using this, people will be able to get update news from the site frequently. Most of the
web feed today can be read by browser itself, where most of the browser today already
installed with the web feed reader as a build in function of the browser and some of the
web feed reader is desktop based, where it can read it using widgets.
One of the most famous web feed is Really Simple Syndication (RSS). RSS
come withthe xml format thatmakes it capable to publish andviewed by many kinds of
program. User can just subscribe RSS by just click the RSS icon at the navigation bar.
RSS reader will check subscribes feeds regularly it there are new content available on
the web. RSS canbe referring to the following format Really Simple Syndication (RSS
2.0), RDF Site Summary (RSS 1.0 and RSS 0.90) and Rich Site Summary (RSS 0.91).
(Mark Pilgrim, 18 December 2002)
2.3.1 Example web feed on the website
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Figure 2.5- Exampleof web feed on Website
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2.3.2 Concept idea of RSS
Online Real Estate 1 Online Real Estate 2 Online Real Estate 3
RSS RSS
Online Real Estate Feed
Figure 2.6- Concept ideausing RSS
The figure 2.6 shows how the RSS will function in this project. The Online Real Estate
Feed Reader will monitorall the feeds from another OnlineReal Estate websites, where
all the information that contains in the RSS from another Real Estate Website will be
mining and will be list into the structured way in order to make user more understand
the content that list in the RSS after subscribed. Figure 2.7 is an example how the RSS
will be listed from the Online Real Estate Feed Reader.
0 Email New For Sale by Owner Listings ta a Friend
Photo Price Address Cits £i£
$500 2 king streetUs Angeles , CA 90City;





Rctsemrjunt , MM 550613
741 MicidieiraiJ Ct
Mount Airy , MP 21771
633 Andovsr Rd
Newtown Sgii a re , PA 19073
Page 1 of 20 | 1 2 3 4 5 > >
So. Ft Bed / Bath PrgPffrtY TVPfi Ifttftd
0 9/3 Single Family Home 02/04/2009
3/2 Single Family Home 02/04/2009
2760 3/2 Single Family Home 02/04/2009
6/3 Single Family Home 02/04/2009
3000 3/4 Single Family Home 02/04/2009
Figure 2.7- Example ofhow the RSS will be structured in the Real Estate Feed
After the feed has been subscribed the RSS will be display like Figure 2.7 above. All
the information will be display in the structured way to the user such as picture, Price,
Address, type and other more detail if it available for the type ofproperty.
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2.4 Text Mining
Text mining, sometimes alternately referred toas text data mining roughly equivalent to
text analytics. It also can be identify as a process to deriving high quality information
into text and it will be derive again into pattern. In text mining, it usually involves the
process of structuring text into the database to be evaluation and interpretation of the
output. (Ronen Feldman and James Sanger, the Text Mining Handbook)
Figure 2.8- Process Chartfor Conducting TextMining
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2.4.1 A Web Text Mining Flexible Architecture
Web text mining can be describe as an application to mining data techniques to discover
the patter nor the web. According to the analysis web mining have three different types
which web usage mining, web content mining and web structure mining. We can get
content from the web page by using the web content mining where the data will be
process to get the useful information from the internet. In the web page there will have a
lot of resource including text, audio, and video. Content of the web also can be
classified as a text which also can be called web text mining, in web text mining the
interesting and non-trivial pattern or knowledge data will be process and extract from
the web and "The technologies that are used in web text mining are HLP, natural
language processing and IR information retrieval" (W. Zhong, X. Tang, 2008)
We need the specific tools to discover the text and analyze pattern oftext, there are lot
of tool that relate d to the text mining that we can find today, this tools must be able to
transform the pattern into a new knowledge structured. This structure must be more
manageable and importantly, are able to provide higher level abstractions that facilitate
the solution of text related tasks. (M. Castellano, G. Mastronardi, A. Aprile, and G.
Tarricone, 2008)
2.4.2 Web Text Mining Lifecycle
Text Refining is a phase that transforms input raw text in structured information. Text
Refining input are not-structured data as texts or semi-structured data as HTML pages
coming from Web. These data are submitted to the opportune process composed by
recovery ofdocuments, cleaning ofthe draw out documents and extraction ofthe usefiil
information to the TextMining phase. Text refining output is stored in database, XML
file orany other structured form that is called Intermediate Form. (a.h. Tan, 1999)
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Document clustering is the assignment ofentity multivariate to few categories (classes,
groups) not previously defines. The criterion is to gather among them similar entity. It is
necessary to establish the variable of classification, the measure of the proximities
among the entities, the number ofgroups in which to leave again the entities and finally
to pass to an integration phase with other methods ofanalysis.
Document categorization is the phase where the objects must be attributing to one or
more classes or categories aheady notes in start. In text reference, this technique of
mining is said Text Categorization (TC). Text Categorization is often developed
through algorithms ofMachine Learning. (B. Mobasher, R. Cooley, and J. Srivastava,
1999)
In the Pattern Extraction some patterns are identified following the analysis of
associations and of tendencies. The meaningful correlations among frequent whole data
are found and this process can be applied to textual data if these data are been
transformed previously in a structured form. The following techniques are carried out:
• Predictive Text Mining which isused for identifying the tendencies incollected
documents in a time period.
• Association Analysis which identifies the relationships among the attributes, like
if the presence of a pattern implicates the presence of another pattern in
documents.












Figure 2.9- TextMining Lifecycle
k "t Clustering
2.4.3 Web Text Mining Process
All the information that we get from the internet is theone of the role in the Knowledge
Discovery process. To examine web contents and to extract useful information to a
purpose through techniques of Mining is scientifically called Web Text Mining. (R.





















Figure 2.10- Web Text MiningProcesstaken into account.
There are four steps involve in datamining process. Forthe first step, the information
that contains the textual content in the web page will go through the recovery step, and
it will covers the first step in the webtext mining process usingautomatic retrieval for
the documents andensuring at the same time that thenot-relevant ones macaws fetched
as few aspossible. Inthe recovery step the information will be crawl from one ormore
URL. (Cooley, R. et al, 1997)
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The crawling is implemented by a Web Crawler, as shown in the Figure 9. Web
Crawler's architecture fits the guide's lines of to Focused Crawler (Chakrabarti, S. et al,
1999). The second step is the pre-processing, where it create the repository of
information from execution of the firs step. In this step it must provide the effect of the
control and a cleaning during the first step. Template in this process is identify as
keywords that contains of the universe and allow content to be examine on the web
page. On the template there are cleaning of the content is affected to eliminate all what
to be held "garbage" that so to say tag, banner, information not tightly connect to the
content of the same page. Otherwise the page will be discard if found correspondence
with one of thetemplate define for the system, alltheuseful information of the page are
memorize in the repository.
The third step is the fundamental step on which the whole Web Mining process founds
him. Inthis step a first phase of Information Extraction and the following phase ofText
Mining are effected. It founds onthe use ofText Mining tools that receiving ininput the
datawhich are contained in the repository of the second stepand theyare able to extract
"intrinsic information" contained in the document or in all documents. (M. Castellano,
G. Mastronardi, A. Aprile, and G. Tarricone, 2008)
The discovery information in this phase is momentarily memorized in the Annotators
which have the assignment of memorize all useful Information in a Document or in a
Corpus. The further analysis on the Annotators, that is to say, elimination of the
duplicates, elimination of the errors, etc. are the start of the discovery of the real
information called Skill. The Skills are keywords which allows to the system to have a









Figure 2.11-Web Crawler Architecture
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Figure 2.12- Rules and Annotators scheme
The fourth is last step of the process; it foresees the phase of presentation of the
obtained results. In our architecture, the information drawn out during the execution of
the third step is stored in a second repository. This repository created during this phase
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will follow the rules of the Web Warehousing according to the Whoweda schemas. The
repository is composed by URLs and nodes. URLs are the reference URLs of the
document, that is to say, "referenced from" and "it references who" whereas the nodes
are the skills found in the third step To fill this repository is necessary to effect a
parsing of the result in XML supplied by software during thethird phase for recover the
necessary information. Use of Whoweda schemas is fundamental in the implementation
of Web Warehouse because our system is directed to the execution of Data Mining on
the data produced by the whole Web Text Mining process. (M. Castellano, G.
Mastronardi, A. Aprile, and G. Tarricone, 2008)
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY / PROJECT WORK
3.1 Prototyping Methodology
The methodology that has been use in developing this project is prototyping
methodology. In this methodology there consist planning, analysis, development and
lastly implementation.
The conventional purpose of a prototype is to allow users of the software to evaluate
developers' proposals for the design ofthe eventual product by actually trying them out,
rather than having to interpret and evaluate the design based on descriptions.
Prototyping has several benefits: The software designer and implementer can obtain











Figure 3.1- Prototyping Methodology
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3.1.1 Planning
In the planning phase, view of the project is generated and the goal of the project is
determine .In this stage the tools that needto be use in this project is choose.
3.1.2 Analysis
In the analysis phase the requirements gathering technique is use where all the
information related to the project is gathered to gather, for example is who is the target
user, what is the scope of the project and what is the objective and some additional
information about the project . In this phase also need to have research related to the
project byreviewing the problem and article related to theproject.
3.1.3 Development
In thedevelopment stage, the interface of the web is design on order to make it rational
to the type of web that author are tried to develop. Database structure also needs to be
design in this stage in order to make all the information is easy to be stored and to be
retrieving. The additional functions need to be including in this phase such as web feed
is and also search function.
3.1.4 Implement
In this phase the prototype of the project is build until it meets the requirement, in this
phase all the tools like php, mysql, web feed is used. The output will be tested, if the
output is not meet the requirement the process will return back to the analysis phase but
if there the web is meet the requirement it will be consider as a new system and already
can be used by the user.
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3.2 Software /Tools
Tools that will be use in developing this system are:
Apache web server
This software referred as simply Apache, a public-domain open source Web server
developed by a loosely-knit group of programmers. The first version of Apache, based
on the NCSA httpd Web server, was developed in 1995.Core development of the
Apache Web server isperformed by a group ofabout 20 volunteer programmers, called
the Apache Group. However, because the source code is freely available, anyone can
adapt the server for specific needs, and there is a large public library of Apache add
ons. In many respects, development of Apache is similar to development of the Linux
operating system. The original version of Apache was written for UNIX, but there are
now versions that run under OS/2, Windows and other platforms. The name is a tribute
to the Native American Apache Indian tribe, a tribe well known for its endurance and
skill in warfare.
PHP
Self-referentially short for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, an open source, server-side,
HTML embedded scripting language used to create dynamic Web pages. In an HTML
document, PHP script (similar syntax to that of Perl or C) is enclosed within special
PHP tags. Because PHP is embedded within tags, the authorcan jump between HTML
and PHP (similar to ASP and Cold Fusion) instead of having to rely on heavy amounts
of code to outputHTML. And, because PHP is executed on the server, the clientcannot
view the PHP code. PHP can perform any task that any CGI program can do, but its
strength lies in its compatibility with many types of databases. Also, PHP can talk
across networks using IMAP, SNMP, NNTP, POP3, or HTTP.PHP.
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MySQL
Pronounced "my ess cue el" (each letter separately) and not"my SEE kwill." MySQL is
an open source RDBMS that relies on SQL for processing the data in the database.
MySQL provides APIs for the languages C, C++, Eiffel, Java, Perl, PHP and Python. In
addition, OLE DB and ODBC providers exist for MySQL data connection in the
Microsoft environment. A MySQL .NET Native Provider is also available, which
allows native MySQL to .NET access without the need for OLE DB. MySQL is most
commonly used for Web applications and for embedded applications and has become a
popular alternative to proprietary database systems because of its speed and reliability.
MySQL can run on UNIX, Windows and Mac OS. MySQL isdeveloped, supported and
marketed by MySQL AB. The database is available for free under theterms of the GNU
General Public License (GPL) or for a fee to those who do not wish to be bound by the
terms of the GPL.
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Joomla! is a free open source content management system for publishing content on the
World Wide Web and intranets as well as a Model-view-controller (MVC) Web
Application Development framework. The system includes features such as page
caching to improve performance, RSS feeds, and printable versions of pages, news
flashes, blogs, polls, website searching, and language internationalization. Joomla is
licensed under the GPL, and is the result of a fork of Mambo.lt is written in the PHP
programming language anduses the MySQL database.
Joomla!
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Figure3.5- Joomla! Web screenshot
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The Joomla! Package consists of many different parts, which allow modular extensions
and integrations to be made easily. An example of such is extensions called "Plugins".
These are background extensions that extend Joomla! with new functionality. The
WikiBot, for example, allows the author of Joomla! content to use "Wikitags" in
Joomla! articles which will auto-create dynamic hyperlinks to Wikipedia articles when
displayed.There are over 3,500 extensions for Joomla! available via the Extensions
Directory.
WordPress
Figure 3.6- WordPress logo
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia on the web, WordPress is an open source blog
publishing application. WordPress is the official successor of b2\cafelog which was
developed by Michel Valdrighi. This WordPress has a templating system, which
includes widgets that can be rearranged without editing PHP or HTML code, as well as
themes that can be installed and switched between. The PHP and HTML code in themes
can also be edited for more advanced customizations. WordPress also features
integrated link management; a search engine-friendly, clean permalink structure; the
ability to assign nested, multiple categories to articles; multiple author capability; and
support for tagging of posts and articles. Automatic filters that provide for proper
formatting and styling of text in articles (for example, converting regular quotes to
25
smart quotes) are also included. WordPress also has a rich plug-in architecture which
allows users and developers to extend its functionality beyond the features that come as
part ofthe base install. Finally, after find some interesting features inWordPress author
had decided used the WordPress to create the prototype of the real estate website
instead ofjoomla! This WordPress also can beinstalled onthe local machine.
Hello world!
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The author of the project has distributed 30 questionnaires to the random people that
have a potential with online real estate. In order to gets their view regarding the online
Real Estate Feed Reader. The questionnaire that contains 5questions about real estate is
distributed. The result of the questionnaire is analyzed and transform into graph inorder
to get clearview about online real estate.
4.2 Analysis







2. Do you browsethe Online real estate website
YES No No Idea
Quantity 10 19 1
• Quantity
YES No No Idea
3. Do you know what is RSS feeds
YES No No Idea




4. Do you use RSS Feed?
YES No No Idea
Quantity 14 15 1
D Quantity
YES No Idea
5. Do you agree if real estate feed is combining in one Website?
YES No No Idea
Quantity 19 8 3
•Quantity
YES No No Idea
The result from the analysis, for the first question author can say that most of the
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student know about what is actually online real estate, the term of real estate give then a
clue what is website about, but from the second question not many of them browse this
kind of websites, maybe theystillnotfamiliar because not related to theirstudy andstill
to early for them to find home or land to rentor buy in theirage. The third question is
about the RSS feeds, majority of them know about the RSS maybe this familiar in blog
or certain website on the internet. But the student who is not using the RSS is greater
from the student who uses the RSS by one person and don't know about it. And for the
last question most of the student agreed when the author ask their opinion about
combining the RSS feed in the one website.
4.3 Result
4.3.1 joomla! Real Estate website
Author manage to find open source content management system in order to build the
web called Joomla! .After the study done on how to use that kind of system, finally
author havemanaged to develop one website withthe RSS functional.
This opensource system is veryhelpful for the authorto understand how the RSS work
and simply can cut the duration for developing the web. But this open content
management system is quite hard to understand because it have lot of function to be
understand, and the most important is author have to find how to structure the RSS to
achieve the objective of the project. However author still come out with a result to be
view.
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Figure 4.1- Online Real Estatewebsite usingjoomla!
For the front page, for theadministration, admin canlogin in order to change or add the
content of the webpage. To add the information, adminjust can click the administrator
link at the left of the web page and will be redirect to the admin login page.
After login, user will be redirect to the admin menu where it already builds to the
administrator to change the content or addmorefunction to the web using plug in.
For the RSS, user can subscribe the RSS feed by click at the RSS icon at the top of the
navigation bar or at the bottom of the web.
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Figure 4.2™ RSS icon at the page
After click the icon, the page will be redirect to the XML page, which the feed will be
displayed to be subscribed, where the image of the content and detail will be displayed,
but this feed is still under construction to meet specific requirement.
Subscribe to tins feed using jLfvbBookmaks
G Always usa LiveBookmarks la subscribe is feeds,
!Subscribe fiw [








Project Ittte: Prima Tiara Apartment
•enure : Freehold
Se*ntj nice : from RM 12SftOOSM
CREC Property Sdn Bftdstated GperatiHBin Janusry 1962. Tha principal actwfflasof the company are prcrjactmanagement, property devatopment aid caisttucttoi.
Figure 4.3- RSS feed page
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<?xmi version-"!.0" encoding-"uti-S'»?>
<i— rjeneEOtor-"Joomla! 1.5 - Open Source Content Management" —>
<rss verslon-"2.G">
<channe1>
<title>Welcome to the Fcontpagre</tltle>
<description>real estate - Online real Estate ¥ebsite</description>
<link>http://localhost/real/index.php?option-com_contentfiamp;view-fri
<lastBuildDate>Fri, 13 Har 2009 03:36:52 +0000</laatBulldDate>





«3escrlption><![CDATA[<p><!-~[it !wao]> <style> v\:* (behavi.
<catet3ory>£rontpage<^category>
<pubDate>Thu, 12 Oct 2006 10:00:00 +0000</pubDate>
</item>
</channel>
Figure 4.4- screenshot of Sample RSS code
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4.3.2 WordPress Real Estate website
The other development regarding the Online Real Estate Feed Reader is the
development of Real Estate Website using the WordPress. Since WordPress has rich of
plug-in, author try to do some research about it and the RSS plug-in for the WordPress.
This website will be used for the testing purpose with the Online Real Estate Feed
Reader. After several day of research and configuration author had managed to build
one complete real estate website using WordPress with the RSS feed. Figure below
showthe home page of the Real Estate website that using the WordPress and the Feed
page.
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Figure 4.6 - WordPress Real Estate Feed
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4.3.3 Online Real Estate Feed Reader Overview
i. Home Page
Home - >"ew t'ser - Login
Real Estate RSS 5r«d Reader
{Ssaren 1
Combined News Feed Welcome to dieFrontpage real
estate - Online real Estate Website
Welcome to feeFrontpage: Uaipark Aveaee Condominium
Strategically located between Kuala Lumpur andPutrajaya, Untpark Avenue
Condonwiflira is easily accessible byanintcxlmkmg network ofhighways ie.
Kuala Lumpur - Seremban Highway, Besraya Highway, South Klang Valley
Expressway and Kajang - S3k Highway. It islocated amidst At refreshing
greenery infee neighbourhood ofseveral institutions ofhigher learning such as
Kuala Lumpur Infrastructure Uoh-ersity CoHege (KLIUC) and Unhwaky Tenaga
(UK1TEN). AtUaiparfc Avenue, you'll enjoy high quality living mtranquil
surrouadings, yetonly minutes away to amenfties such as shopping malls.
Welcome to the Frontpage: Hampshire Residences. KL Ciry
Type: Serviced ResidenceBedrooms: SnidtoBamrooms: IBuilt up: 51" Square
FeetAsking Price :KM460:O0O.OOpQstedDate : 103 2009 location: Kuala
Lumpur
pages: 1
Figure 4.7 - Home page of Online RealEstate FeedReader
Figure 4.7 shows the home page of the Online Real Estate Feed Reader, Here user can
see the outline of the feeds news that taken from the other Real Estate website. From
here admin or the web can login to add and remove the feed.
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ii. Login Page and Admin Page
Rett itta-s R39 f «d Suite
Hsittf->«i I'itr• Lajln 1lM.'".J
EuiaS:
Figure 4.8 - AdminLogin Page
Remove feeds - - new feed - - logout - -Home
Combined News Feed
Welcome to IheFrontpage: Cntpark X\ easie Coadomisiam
Strategically located between Kuala Lumpur and Pmrajaya, Untparfc Avenue
Condominium is easily accessible byantnteribkmg network ofbyways ie.
Kuala Lianpur - Seremban Highway, Besraya Highway, Son*Klang Vafley
Expressway and Kajang - Sflfc Highway. ItUlocated amidst the refreshing
greenery inme neighbourhood ofseveral institutions ofhigher learning such as
kuala Lumpur Infrastructure University Colege (KLIUC) and University Tenaga
(UNITEN). AtUnipark Avenue, you'll enjoy \agi quality living intranqua
surroundings, yetonly minutes away to amenities such as shopping malls.
Welcometo the Frontpage: Hampshire Residences. KL City
Type: Serviced ResidenceBedrooms :StudioBatbrooms: 1Buffi: i^: 51? Square
Feet Asking Price: R\146010Q0.00Posted Date: 1O-3-20O9 location: Kuala
Lumpur
pages: 1
Real Esase RSS Feed Readtr
[Ssarcn ]
Welcome fo the Frontpage real
estate - Online real Estate Website
Figure 4.9 -Admin Home Page
Figure 4.8 shows that the admin can login inorder to modify the feed and figure 4.9
shows the admin home page where in here feed canbe added or remove.
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iii. Add feed page
Remove feeds - - a«v feed - - logout - -Home
Real Estate. RSS Feed Reader
! Searcfi 1
Yew Feed Welcome to the Frontpage real
' estate - Online real Estate Website
*To subsribe tonewfeed, enter theVSl ofthefeedinto the textbox
mipj,.',BCfllh2St<''.'.'Sr3preSS/"fs=a*r3$;|
Sufcm.it
Figure 4.10 -Add New Feed
Figure 4.10 is the new feed page, where admin can submit the new RSS link from
the realestate website RSS link. Thislink and its information will be stored in the
database.
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iv. Remove feed page
Seaiove feed; • • r.eur feed - - logout - -Home
Remote Feeds
*Selectthecheckboxto i-emovs/'unsitbscribe RSSfeeds
• Real Estate Your Real Estate Xe-ss
D Welcome totheFrontpage realestate - OnHne realEstateWebsite
pases: 1
Rial Eitats RSSFmA RsadM
Figure 4.11 -Remove Feed
The figure 4.11 shows the Remove Feeds page, in this page admin need to select the
checkbox in order to remove the selected feed.
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v. Search The Database
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Figure 4.12 -Search Database
This Online Real Estate also can search the Real Estate by location from the database
mostly for Kuala Lumpur area. The result will be display to user with link, user can
simply click the link to browse the realestate information thattheywant to see.
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vi. Database
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Figure 4.13 - Table Feeds
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39 Zarateagre Mauro Zarate has http;//rss. bc20c69d324- 2009-05-0205:44:50
39 United givei Sir Alex Ferguson Ihttp://rss. 3ad4bG9b4ee 2009-05-02 05:44:50
39 Wengerbac Arsenal manager / http://rss. bla965?5290 2009-05-02 05:44:50
39 Goalkeeper Juvenilis star Giar http://rss. fa32bfb5dl0S 2009-05-02 05:44:50
39 Real coach Real Madrid coach http://rss. c3l7bacb056< 2009-05-02 05:44:50
39 Mourinhore Inter Milan coach: http://rss. 76051749141 2009-05-02 05:44:50
39 Veteran Tu( Veteran Blackburn http://rss. b534b5fcc22S 2009-05-02 05:44:50
39 Israeli charr Israeli champions Ehttp#ss. 4e6Sl?al73a 2009-05-02 05:44:50
39 Hreidarssor HermannHreidars; http://rss. Sl7bcbe5l09i 2009-05-0205:44:50
39 Warnocksic Crystal Palace mar http://rss. 56ecc0a6220t 2009-05-02 05:44:50
39 Everton sigi Everton have sign. http://rss. 597d52S1463 2009-05-02 05:44:50
39 Carmavaro Veteran Italian dei http://rss. 4G23aa93fft£ 2009-05-02 05:44:50
Figure 4.14 - Table Items
Figure 4.13 and 4.14 shows the feed table andthe items table that stored in the database





As a conclusion, this online real estate feed Reader will improve the existing real estate
on the internet whereby it can update the information frequently, so user can get the
latest update from all the real estate websites byjustviewing this web reader, where all
the latest of the update news will be listed in the front page of the website. This means
user just can have quick launch to the other real estate website directly through this
Online Real Estate Feed Reader, this will automatically save time and more effective
than by searching the real estate website using the search engine or using thetraditional
way where we must find the real estate agent by ourselves. This Real Estate Feed
Reader also has the search function where it can help user find the specific location for
the real estate in Malaysia especially for the KL area. Finally author hope this online
real estate feed can improve the existing real estate website with its unique
representation of the Real Estate information.
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5.2 Limitations of the project
Below are the limitations faced during the development stage:
i. The limitation of this project is that the Online Real Estate Feed Reader is
depending on the other Real Estate Website to read the Feed, in order to make
this Online Real Estate Reader functioning, there are several Real Estate with
RSS have to be created and hosted in the local machine, this make the project
take long time in development phase before it ready to be tested because there
are lots of things need to be learn and check before the system prototyping is
ready to be tested.
ii. There are lack of the knowledge among the user regarding the RSS
technologies, because of that some of the people did notunderstand theconcept
of the RSS and how it help the user in order to receive the information. This
limitation creates a problem in the implementation phase in order to show and
make the user understand and use the system.
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5.3 Recommendation
The picture ofthe Real Estate still not available in this Online Real Estate Feed Reader
version, because of time constraint, there are more research and configuration need to
be done in order to understand the coding and concept used in the system. The search
function also needs to enhance in the future development because the current systems
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